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Source: Moritz Büchi et al., The chilling effects of algorithmic profiling: Mapping the issues, Computer Law & Security Review, 36, 2020



Le profilage 

«profilage», toute forme de traitement automatisé de données à 

caractère personnel consistant à utiliser ces données à caractère 

personnel pour évaluer certains aspects personnels relatifs à 

une personne physique, notamment pour analyser ou prédire des 

éléments concernant le rendement au travail, la situation 

économique, la santé, les préférences personnelles, les intérêts, la 

fiabilité, le comportement, la localisation ou les déplacements de 

cette personne physique;



Exemples de profilage

Life Insurance 

New York life insurers can use 

social media profiles to 

determine insurance premium 

rates 

Advertising 

Google bought purchasing 

records from MasterCard to 

measure the success of its 

search advertising 

Creditworthiness

FriendlyScore harnesses social 

media data to create “scorecard” 

profiles of users which are used 

to determine creditworthiness

Job Performance 

AI systems that assess 

candidate videos based on 

language and facial cues such 

as HireVue

Criminal Activity

Half of all American adult faces -

including innocent ones - can be 

found in a police face recognition 

database; racial profiling 

disproportionately affects African 

Americans

Social Scoring 

Chinese Social Credit System 

plans to “score” its citizens 

based on day to day behavior 

For more examples check: Wolfie Christl, How Companies Use Personal Data Against People, Cracked Lab Working Paper, 2017
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What Google Knows (The Wall Street Journal, 2015)

➔ Data availability

➔ Large scale mining

➔ Inductive approach: 

searching for patterns of 

correlations

➔ Platformization







Chilling effects? (effets de dissuasion)

● Awareness and digital literacy impact whether chilling effects occur

● Chilling effects defined as

○ Deterrences or inhibitions to act in a certain way

○ Behavioral inhibitions can manifest as self-censorship, self-

restraint, conformity, etc.  

● Different effects depending whether state agencies or private 

companies are conducting the profiling and tracking activities

● Role of trusting beliefs towards companies and state surveillance on 

chilling effects still needs to be analyzed



La “law of everything” comme solution? 



Résoudre des problèmes collectifs avec des mesures de 

contrôle individuel?





Une interprétation plus large des principes fondamentaux?

Fairness understood as procedural guidelines targeted at 

companies employing automated decision-making systems

Accuracy understood as overall competence of an 

automated decision-making system

Collective data protection measures and auditing of 

automated decision-making systems 



Introduire des nouveau droits et standards sur la manière 

dont les données sont traitées? 

“This right would require ex-ante justification to be given by 

the data controller to establish whether an inference is 

reasonable.

This disclosure would address:

(1) why certain data form a normatively acceptable basis 

from which to draw inferences;

(2) why these inferences are relevant and normatively 

acceptable for the chosen processing purpose or type of 

automated decision; and

(3) whether the data and methods used to draw the 

inferences are accurate and statistically reliable.

The ex-ante justification is bolstered by an additional ex-post 

mechanism enabling unreasonable inferences to be 

challenged.”



Merci pour votre attention!


